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Eliminate hidden security and privacy risks 
in your software applications



Sigrid, the software assurance platform from SIG, 

combines leading scanning tools and methodology with 

the knowledge and experience of certified professionals 

working for SIG, its partners, or clients.

That means all aspects of your software quality, security 

and privacy are managed within a single platform, and 

practical guidance is provided in the jungle of standards, 

technologies and best practices. 

Sigrid provides engineers and all organizational 

stakeholders with a clear overview of the health of your 

applications, timely signaling critical weaknesses for 

appropriate action. 

With Sigrid, you get efficient and effective access to 

leading tools and experts who provide review, advice and 

support to your organization – eliminating expensive tool 

spread, issues with tool adoption and integration, and 

difficulties with finding and building the right expertise. 

Intelligent technology,
human expertise

Eliminate hidden security and privacy risks in your 
software applications 

How do you know if security and privacy are properly built into your software? The only surefire way to find out is by 

looking at the source code and design itself. It contains all decisions made by architects and programmers, allowing you 

to earlier identify and address weaknesses that late-stage approaches, such as penetration testing, aren't able to detect.
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Insights into various quality aspects are integrated and made available 
in a single platform - and instead of thousands of unclear findings, 
Sigrid provides a concise, prioritized overview of recommendations.

Sigrid provides continuous insight into your open source risks -- security, 
patching, activity, stability and legal.

Sigrid drills down to the code level, providing a detailed view of a single 
security issue.



In addition to providing continuous software assurance, 

the Sigrid platform is used by SIG security experts 

and certified professionals to perform one-time risk 

assessments, analyzing your system’s source code, 

configuration and design in depth to evaluate various 

quality aspects, including security and privacy.

These assessments include detailed risk analysis and 

actionable recommendations to address root causes and 

can be applied to:

 ˓ surface hidden risks and opportunities during IT due 

diligence engagements

 ˓ evaluate the quality of supplier output 

 ˓ show development teams what they’re doing right 

and where they can course correct for higher quality 

and more efficient software delivery

A security and privacy risk assessment may be followed 

by continuous software monitoring with Sigrid to track 

and steer on progress.

Leading Tools:
 ˓ scan your software source code for security 

vulnerabilities, including third party (open 

source) dependencies. 

 ˓ analyze your software to measure ISO25010 

maintainability, which determines how 

efficiently you can make changes without 

introducing (security) mistakes.

 ˓ report all outcomes in dashboard and list 

overviews for all stakeholders – including 

developers and senior leadership – to gain 

control and collaborate.

Security experts working for SIG, its 
partners, or clients:

 ˓ review and analyze your software source code 

based on the ISO25010 security and ISO29100 

privacy frameworks.

 ˓ filter and prioritize findings and add 

explanations as well as recommended actions.

 ˓ guide engineers and organizations to improve 

through coaching and training. 

 ˓ provide guidance on dynamic testing tools 

and penetration testing, evaluating your 

system against threats from the outside in.

Security and privacy risk 
assessments

Eye

Sigrid combines leading technology with leading 

expertise to ensure the right security and privacy 

controls are built into your IT – minimizing the risk 

for new development mistakes and safeguarding 

confidentiality, integrity and availability.

Manage your 
application security 
and privacy risks 
from the inside out

www.softwareimprovementgroup.com/security

For more information:
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About SIG 
Software Improvement Group (SIG) helps business and technology leaders drive their organizational objectives through 

fundamentally improving the health and security of their software applications. SIG combines its proprietary tools and benchmark 

data with its consultants’ expertise to help organizations measure, evaluate and improve code quality - whether they’re building, 

buying or operating software. 

As an independent organization, SIG has the largest benchmark in the industry with more than 36 billion lines of code across 

hundreds of technologies. The expert consultants at SIG use the benchmark to evaluate an organization’s IT assets on maintainability, 

scalability, reliability, complexity, security, privacy and other mission-critical factors. The SIG laboratory is the only one in the world 

accredited according to ISO/IEC 17025 for software quality analysis.

Founded in 2000 as a spinoff from the University of Amsterdam, the SIG approach remains strongly rooted in academia. The company 

collaborates continually with universities and research institutes to develop upon its software quality evaluation models and R&D 

efforts. 

SIG is headquartered in Amsterdam and New York with regional offices in Copenhagen, Antwerp and Frankfurt.

Learn more at www.softwareimprovementgroup.com/security. 
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Legal Notice

This document may be part of a written agreement between Software Improvement Group (SIG) and its customer, in which case the terms and 

conditions of that agreement apply hereto. In the event that this document was provided by SIG without any reference to a written agreement with 

SIG, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law this document and its contents are provided as general information ‘as-is’ only, which may 

not be accurate, correct and/or complete and SIG shall not be responsible for any damage or loss of any nature related thereto. All rights are reserved. 

Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying of this document or any part thereof is prohibited.


